ADVANCED ROADSIDE INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
FOR PATROL OFFICERS
Methods for Detecting Deception and Criminal Activity
October 30-31, 2023

Sponsored by: POTAWATOMIE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Location: POTAWATOMIE COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE
1 John C Burton Blvd., Shawnee, OK 74804

This is one of the best practical patrol officer courses available anywhere!!!
This class will teach officers to identify deceptive behavior when encountered during routine traffic stops.
This course is packed with awesome actual video of traffic stops.
The course will include attendee involvement in the classroom.

You can make a difference!!!

Literally hundreds of thousands of patrol officers throughout the country conduct traffic stops daily. In fact, traffic enforcement is one of the most important public services performed by uniformed patrol officers. Most of those motorists stopped are productive citizens of the community who have merely committed a traffic infraction. However, the remaining traffic stops involve persons committing some type of criminal activity. The officer is responsible for conducting positive encounters with motorists. as well as, challenged with apprehending those who are committing unlawful acts. Many of those crimes are not readily evident and require awareness and interview skills by the officer to uncover or detect the criminal activity; without those skills the officer is apt to unknowingly release those who are committing crime.

Course Purpose:
The course is centered on the importance of the treatment of all persons with dignity and respect. Officers will gain an understanding of how to conduct non-intrusive roadside interviews that uncover criminal activity. The student will learn awareness and effective communication skills that are essential to making traffic stops that avoid complaints, assist in gaining compliance from persons, as well as detecting persons committing unlawful acts. The officer will gain knowledge of how to verbally control persons without instigating a confrontation. The course addresses the detection of deceptive behavior indicative of concealed criminal activity. The course covers the roadside interview process from the initial observation of the violator to the final assessment of the stop. The student will also be exposed to effective phrases that can be used during roadside interviews.

Advanced Roadside Interview Techniques for Patrol Officers is taught by Ronnie Stiltner or Billy Sides; two extremely qualified instructors on roadside interview techniques that uncover criminal activity. These guys still work the road full time. They have conducted countless traffic stops that have led to the detection and apprehension of criminals committing just about every offense in the book.

Register @ WWW.HITS-TRAINING.COM or call (325) 721-6000
Several payment options accepted: Purchase order – Check – Cash - Billing– Credit Card
Please make check payable to HITS
P.O. Box 4055 Abilene, TX 79608
$350.00/Officer

Class will begin at 8:00 a.m.